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For a long time it has been conjectured that there are no self- 
normalizing cyclic subgroups in non-abelian finite simple groups. But it 
seems very difficult to prove this conjecture by abstract group theory. In 
this paper, we shall use the classification theorem [S] of finite simple 
groups to prove 
THEOREM. There are no self-normalizing cyclic subgroups in non-abelian 
finite simple groups. 
By the classification theorem [S], a non-abelian finite simple group is an 
alternating group A, (n > 5), one of the 26 sporadic groups, or a finite 
simple group of Lie type. So we prove the theorem in the three cases. 
1. SPORADIC GROUPS AND ALTERNATING GROUPS 
By checking the character tables [4] we know the assertion holds for the 
26 sporadic simple groups. For alternating groups A, (n 2 5) the proof is 
as follows. 
Suppose that (a) is self-normalizing in an alternating group A, (n > 5). 
Then 1= INa,(( (a>1 2; INsn(<a)): (a>1 2 1 INsn(<a)): Csn((a>)l = 
f&/al), where S, is the symmetric group of degree n, and qh(lal) is the 
Euler function. Thus & lal) < 2 and so Ial = 2, 3, 4, or 6. 
But a cannot be a p-element for some prime p, for otherwise a E P 
for some Sylow p-subgroup P of A,. Then from the assumption that 
NA,( (a)) = (a), we have (a) = P and A, has a normal p-complement by 
the Burnside theorem [6,7.4.3]. This is a contradiction for n > 5. So 
Ial # 2, 3, or 4. 
Suppose /a( = 6. If there is a 3-cycle in the decomposition of a, say, 
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If there is no 3-cycle in the decomposition of a, then ~=n,,~a~fl~, here 
cli, /I, are 6-cycles and 2-cycles, respectively. Let cli = (ailai2ai~ui~ui5u,). 
Take ri = (uilui5)(ujZui4) $ (a) and let b = nisi, then ub = a-‘. 
Thus in all cases A, has an element b 4 (a) but b E NA,( (a)). 
2. SIMPLE GROUPS OF LIE TYPE 
In this section, G always denotes an adjoint simple algebraic group of 
type A,, B,, C,, D,, E6, E7, ES, F4, or G2 defined over an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p > 0. (r denotes a surjective endomorphism of 
G such that the subgroup Go of a-stable elements is finite. Then 
G, = P’(Ga), the group generated by all p-elements of Go, is a finite 
simple group of Lie type with some exceptions: A,(2), A,(3), B,(2), G,(2), 
‘A,(2*), *B,(2), ‘G*(3), or *F4(2) (see [3, Sect. 1.19; 2, Theorems 11.1.2 
and 14.4.11). The notations we use in this section follow [l-3]. 
First we prove a lemma. 
LEMMA. Let D be u connected reductive algebraic group with D < G. Let 
T be a a-invariant maximal torus of D with T< D. Then N,,( Ta) > Ta, 
where Do = 0 p’( Do). 
Proof of the Lemma. We have D = ZE, where Z = Z(D)’ and E = D’. 
Let T, = Tn E, a maximal torus of E, and E, = OP’(Ec). Then E. = Do 
and T = T,Z. Suppose that e E (E, n N( T,)) - ( TE) a. Then e E N( To) and 
we are done. Hence, we may assume D = D’. Next we reduce to the case of 
D a simple group. 
We choose E minimal among normal, a-invariant, semisimple subgroups 
of D and preserve the above notation. Then D = EA, a comuting product 
with A = C,(E)‘. As before it will suffice to find an element in 
(E, n N( TE)) - (T,)a. Hence, we may assume D = E. So, D is a commut- 
ing product of, say, r simple algebraic groups, permuted transitively by 
(a). Then a’ normalizes each of the simple factors. Write D = D, . . . D,, 
a commuting product, and set Ti= Tn Di and Die= Op’(DiO). If 
de (Dlo n N( T,)) - Tia, then the product of the distinct images of d by 
powers of a (one from each Di) is an element in N,,( Ta) > To. Conse- 
quently we may now assume that D is a simple group. 
Set N= N,(T). From Lang’s theorem we know that (N/T)a= NaT/T 
[S, Sect. 1.181. By (2.12) of [7] we have that Do= DoTa, where 
Do = OP’(Da). Consequently, it will suflice to show that (N/T)a > 1. 
Now a induces wz on W= NIT, for w E W and 7 a graph automorphism. 
Moreover, 7 is trivial or of prime order. If 7 is trivial, then clearly 
C,(a) = C,(w) > 1. If 7 is of prime order r, then (~7)’ E C,(a) and we are 
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done unless wr has prime order. But then C,(o) is nontrivial by 
Thompson’s fixed-point-free automorphism theorem [ 6, 10.2.11, unless 
D = A, or B, with Wz S,, a symmetric group of degree 2, or D,, a 
dihedral group of order 8, respectively. In the first case z is necessarily 
trivial, while in the second case W(a) is a nontrivial 2-group so has center 
intersecting W. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now we continue to prove the theorem for finite groups of Lie type. 
Let a E G, such that NGo( a)) = (a). We shall obtain a contradiction in 
any case. Suppose that the Jordan decomposition of a is a =SU, where s 
and u are the semisimple part and the unipotent part of a, respectively. 
Suppose u = 1. Then a E T,, = To n Go for some a-stable maximal torus T 
of G, and hence (a) = To. So here the lemma gives a contradiction by 
setting D = G. 
Suppose u # 1. Even though C,(s) need not be a connected algebraic 
group, its connected component G, = C,(s)’ is a reductive group (see [3, 
Sect. 1.14; 8, Sect. 83) and u E G,, Gy = G,. G,, = (G,), is a finite group 
with split BN-pair [3, Sect. 1.161. Let G = (B,, N,) with B, = U, T,. We 
may suppose B, , U,, T, are o-stable. Then we have 
N,,((u))= U, nNGlo((U))G U, nNG,,((US))= <u>. 
So U, = (u) for U, is a nilpotent group. This shows U1 is a cyclic group 
and so the Lie rank of G,, must be 1. 
Let D =gf where g is a graph automorphism and f is a field 
automorphism. If g= 1, G1 = Cc(s)‘z A,Z. If gf 1, G1 = Cc(s)‘% A2Z, 
B,Z, or GzZ. Here Z is some central torus of the reductive group G,. 
We also conclude that G,,r A,(q)Z,, *A,(q*)Z,, 2B2(22m+‘)Zb, or 
2G2(32m+ ‘)Z,, where Z, = Z( G lU). 
We notice that U, = (u) is the Sylow p-subgroup of Gi,, where p is 
the characteristic of the finite field GF(q) over which G,, is defined. 
NGlo((~))=NG,.((~~))= (US). So G1, has a normal p-complement by 
Burnside’s theorem [6, 7.4.33. Hence G,,z A,(2)Z,, A,(3)Z,, ‘A2(2*)Z,, 
*B2(2)Z,, or 2G2(3)Z,. But clearly the Sylow 2-subgroups of *A,(2*) and 
the Sylow 3-subgroups of 2G2(3) are not cyclic. So we reduce the situation 
to the case where G; = A, or B,. In these cases 0 is a field automorphism 
(T: i + Ay, q = 2 or 3, where 1 is in the algebraic closure of GF(2) or GF(3). 
The B2 case can arise only if G = F4 with G, = 2F4(2). Then we can 
derive a contradiction by checking character tables in the Atlas [4]. 
Hence we may assume G’, = A 1. Then G; is generated by two opposite 
root subgroups, U, a, for c( a positive root, and we set D = C&G;). Then 
the connected component Do of D is a-invariant and is generated by T 
together with certain of the T-root subgroups of G. The commutator 
relations [Z, Theorem 5.2.21 imply that each root subgroup in D occurs 
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along with its opposite. Hence, Do is reductive. Consequently, we obtain a 
contradiction from the lemma, unless Do = T. 
So now we assume Do = T. By the commutator relations there is no 
positive root p independent of LX and such that GI+ /I is not a root. This 
forces G = A, or B,, and in the latter case tl is a short root. 
Thus Go=A,(2), A,(3), B,(2), or B,(3). B,(2) is the exception we 
mentioned above. In the cases for A,(~)EPPSL,(~), A,(~)sPPSL,(~), or 
B,(3) g P@,(3), we can obtain contradictions by directly checking the 
Atlas [4]. Finally, for the Tits group ‘F4(2)’ we can also use the Atlas to 
obtain a contradiction we have mentioned. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
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